COVID-19 Social and Political
Analyses
New Politics lists on this page a number
of what we consider to be important social
and political analyses as well as
political statements concerning COVID-19,
the coronavirus pandemic. Those who seek
guidance for dealing with the health
issues should see the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
website and get in contact with their local government’s
public health department or office of emergency management.
We update this list on a regular basis, but all articles are
posted in chronological order.
Aaron Lakoff, “Dispatches From Palestine on COVID-19,”
The Bullet, April 8, 2020. “We don’t have the capacity
or equipment to keep us safe from this virus. It will
spread very easily, and we will start to see the numbers
here that we’ve been seeing in Italy and Spain.”
Henry A. Giroux, “The Covid-19 Pandemic Is Exposing the
Plague of Neoliberalism,” Truthout, April 7, 2020, “The
current coronavirus pandemic is more than a medical
crisis, it is also a political and ideological crisis.
It is a crisis deeply rooted in years of neglect by
neoliberal governments that denied the importance of
public health and the public good while defunding the
institutions that made them possible.”
Karen J. Greenberg, “While Rome Burns Trump Gets What
He’s Always Wanted,”
Tom Dispatch, April 7, 2020. “Here are six examples of
how the coronavirus, like a malign magic wand, has
helped cast a disempowering spell over that opposition
and so furthered Trump’s long-term goals.”
Eileen Appelbaum and Rosemary Batt, “What Wall Street

Doesn’t
Want
You
to
Know
About
Hospital
Emergency Rooms,” The Bullet, April 7, 2020. “Care of
the sick is not the mission of these companies; their
mission is to make outsized profits for the private
equity firms and its investors.”
Matt Loffman, “Asian Americans describe ‘gut punch’ of
racist attacks during coronavirus pandemic,” PBS, April
7, 2020. The novel coronavirus pandemic has Americans
across the country fearful for their personal health and
well-being, but for Asian Americans, the virus has
stirred up another threat: a wave of verbal and physical
attacks.
John
Eligon,
Audra
D.
S.
Burch,
Dionne
Searcey and Richard A. Oppel Jr., New York Times, “Black
Americans Face Alarming Rates of Coronavirus Infection
in Some States,” April 7, 2020. “Data on race and the
coronavirus is too limited to draw sweeping conclusions,
experts say, but disparate rates of sickness — and death
— have emerged in some places.”
Hsiao-Hung Pai, “Covid-19: The ‘China’ narratives and
Chinese workers.” RS21, April 6, 2020. The workers who
built China’s emergency hospitals are missing from the
dominant narratives about China and the Covid-19
pandemic.”
Ibram X. Kendi, “What the Racial Data Show” The
Atlantic, April 6, 2020. “The pandemic seems to be
hitting people of color the hardest.”
Michael Roberts, Lives or livelihoods? Michael Roberts
Blog, April 6, 2020. An examination of the coronavirus
response and its impact on the economy at present and
possibilities for recovery.
Abha Bhattarai, “Grocery workers are beginning to die of
coronavirus” Washington Post, April 6, 2020. “At least
four people – who had worked at Walmart, Trader Joe’s
and Giant – have died from Covid-19 in recent days.”
Jake, Johnson, “‘We Are Undervalued’: Target Delivery
Workers to Walk Off Job in Demand for Better Treatment

Amid Outbreak,” Common Dreams, April 6, 2020.
“We are exposing ourselves to great risk so others don’t
have to. During these uncertain times, Shipt must not
put profits before people.”
No author, “Covid-19 Strike Wave Interactive Map,”
Payday Report, early April, updated regularly. “An
interactive strike tracking map so that workers can
follow the wave of strikes hitting the country. Each
point contains a link to more information on the strikes
occurring.”
Suze Wilson, “Three reasons why Jacinda Ardern’s
coronavirus response has been a masterclass in
crisis leadership,” The Conversation, April 5, 2020. A
discussion of the leadership skills and style of New
Zealand’s president who has led one of the most
successful government responses to coronavirus.
Charles M. Blow, “Social Distancing is a Privilege,” New
York Times, April 5, 2020. “The idea that this virus is
an equal-opportunity killer must itself be killed.”
Nomi Prins, “Wall Street Wins – Again Bailouts in the
Time of Coronavirus,” Tom Dipatch, April 5, 2020. “As in
2008, the most beneficial policies and funding will be
heading for Wall Street banks and behemoth
corporations.“
Rebecca L. Spang, “The Revolution Is Under Way Already,”
April 5, 2020. “Far from making Americans crave
stability, the pandemic underscores how everything is up
for grabs.”
Eren Duzgun, “Capitalism, Coronavirus and the Road
to Extinction,” The Bullet, April 5, 2020. “The
Godzilla-like image of the virus Covid-19 has been
haunting the world. Not only has the virus unraveled
nightmarish possibilities leading to the extinction of
millions of people, but it has also served as a
quintessential case revealing the structural
contradictions of and existential threats posed by

capitalism on a global scale.”
Sarah Kliff and Julie Bosman, “Official Counts
Understate the Coronavirus U.S. Death Toll,” The New
York Times, April 5, 2020. “Inconsistent protocols,
limited resources and a patchwork of decision making has
led to an underecouncting of people with the coronavirus
who have died, health experts say.”
Feminist Alliance for Rights (FAR) and others,
“Statement of Feminists and Women’s Rights Organizations
from the Global South and marginalized communities in
the Global North,” No Borders, April 5, 2020. The
following statement has been endorsed by more than 1,200
individuals and women’s networks and organizations
globally, from more than 100 countries, to demand
States to adopt a feminist policy to address the
extraordinary challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic
in a manner that is consistent with human rights
standards and principles.”
Charles Beathea, “What the Coronavirus Is Doing to Rural
Georgia,” The New Yorker, April 4, 2020. “The pandemic
hits a region that was already struggling to address its
medical needs.”
Marea Socialista, “Trump threatens Venezuela under cover
of coronavirus,” No Borders, April 4, 2020. “Marea
Socialista’s statement denouncing Trump’s latest threats
and calling for international solidarity.”
Paul Mason, “Will coronavirus signal the end of
capitalism?” Aljazeera, April 3, 2020.“The peasants’
revolt after the 14th-century plague saw off feudalism.
After COVID-19, will it be the turn of capitalism?” Text
and video.
Arundhati Roy, “The Pandemic Is a Portal,” Financial
Times, April 3, 2020. “The tragedy is immediate, real,
epic and unfolding before our eyes. But it isn’t new. It
is the wreckage of a train that has been careening down
the track for years….And what of my country, my poorrich country, India…”

*Cooperation Jackson, “Towards a General Strike to end
the Covid-19 Crisis and Create a New World: A Call to
Action,” Spectre, April 3, 2020. “We must send a clear
message that things cannot and will not go back to
“normal.” In order to do this, we need to call for
collective work and shopping stoppages, leading to a
general strike that is centered around clear,
comprehensive demands.”
Jeet Heer, “Trump Helps Big Business Profiteer Off Our
Misery,” The Nation, April 3, 2020. “The White House’s
Darwinian federalism gives corporate greed a pass while
scapegoating political opponents.”
Sushant Singh and Utpal Pandey, “Lockdown crisis in
India: a people’s perspective of Covid-19,” Counterfire,
April 3, 2020. “With no access to state support,
healthcare or testing, India’s working and poor people
have been completely abandoned by the government during
the lockdown.”
No author, “Capitalism after Coronavirus: more like
Humpty Dumpty than Sleeping Beauty?” The Jobbing Leftie
Historian and Researcher, April 3, 2020. “Capitalism is
in an induced coma. When the crisis is over will a
simple kiss awake it like Sleeping Beauty? Or will ‘all
the king’s men’ be puzzling over ‘how to put Humpty
together again’?”
Jane Slaughter, “How Auto Parts Workers Shut Their
Plant,” Labor Notes, April 3, 2020. “Union members at a
Detroit-area auto parts plant refused to work March 19
and 20 after learning that a management employee had
tested positive for the coronavirus. Angry first-shift
workers gathered outside the plant and refused to
enter.”
Emily Badger and Quoctrung Bui, “Cities That Went All In
on Social Distancing in 1918 Emerged Stronger for It,”
New Yok Times, April 3, 2020. “They had lower mortality
rates from the influenza pandemic. But their economies
also appeared to fare better.”

Bernie Sanders, “Priorities for the Next Coronavirus
Relief Package,” Sanders Campaign, April 3, 2020. “In
this unprecedented moment in modern American history, it
is imperative that we respond in an unprecedented way.
That means that Congress must pass, in the very near
future, the boldest piece of legislation ever written in
modern history.”
Omar Shaban, “Gaza’s New Conflict: Covid-19,”
Counterpunch, April 3, 2020. The current healthcare and
sanitary system in the Gaza strip are extremely
exhausted, lack basic resources, equipment and material
that would be necessary not only to fight a major
pandemic, but to simply treat normal day-to-day
patients. A major outbreak of COVID-19 in the Gaza strip
would lead to… a death toll higher than all previous
military conflicts combined.”
Max Elbaum, “The People’s Bailout: New Center of Gravity
for the Resistance,” Organizing Upgrade, April 3, 2020.
Summary of a program of the Working Families Party that
included the President of National Nurses United and
organizers from Mijente, It Takes Roots, the National
Domestic Workers Alliance and several other groups.
Thomas J. Adams and Cedric Johnson, “Austerity Is
Fueling the COVID-19 Pandemic in New Orleans, Not Mardi
Gras Culture,” Jacobin, April 2, 2020. “Mainstream
outlets are claiming the mounting coronavirus crisis in
New Orleans is the result of cultural practices like
Mardi Gras. That’s nonsense — it’s a consequence of deep
class
divides
and
decimated
public
health
infrastructure.”
Nicole Aschoff, “Pandemic Bonds Are a Scam Holding the
Global South Hostage,” Jacobin, April 2, 2020.” The
World Bank’s ‘pandemic bonds’ demonstrate how global
capital has an uncanny ability to profit from social
ills. So far, investors have earned about $96 million in
interest on the pandemic bonds, but developing countries
have yet to receive desperately needed money.”

Meagan Day, “Decades of Hospital Closures Led to This
Disaster,” Jacobin, April 2, 2020. “The United States
has been closing vitally needed hospitals for decades.
Now, with a pandemic afoot and triage tents popping up
in Central Park, we need to stop holding our hospital
system hostage to the whims of the market.”
Elie Mystal, “Republicans Are Using the Covid-19 Crisis
to Kill Abortion Rights,” The Nation, April 2, 2020. GOP
governors have begun banning abortion during the
Covid-19 crisis, creating a precedent that might be too
cruel for conservative judges to pass up.”
Michael T. Klare, “Avenger Planet: Is the Covid-19
Pandemic Mother Nature’s Response to Human
Transgression?” Tomgram, April 2, 2020. “The coronavirus
may not, in retrospect, prove to be the tipping point
that upends human civilization as we know it, but it
should serve as a warning that we will experience ever
more such events in the future as the world heats up.
The only way to avert such a catastrophe and assure
ourselves that Earth will not become an avenger planet
is to heed Mother Nature’s warning and cease the further
desecration of essential ecosystems.”
Marc Kagan, “‘Essential’ Workers

Are

Dying,”

Jurisprudence, April 2, 2020. “America’s underclass is
becoming more visible in the coronavirus crisis.”
Discusses death of eight New York City transit workers.
Vishwas Satgar, “Covid-19, the Climate Crisis
and Lockdown,” The Bullet, April 2, 2020. “Complex and
holistic systems thinking, grounded in an ethics of care
rather than war has to prevail….if Covid-19 helps
jettison the Thatcherite neoliberal subject –
competitive, greedy and possessive individual – for a
more humane state of being and solidarity-based society,
it would have produced our strongest defense against a
crisis-ridden world. It would have also affirmed an
ethics of care for our natural relations that nurture
us, feed us and enable us to have life.”

Frida Ghitis, “The New Divide in a Polarized Latin
America: How to Respond to Covid-19,” World Politics
Review, April 2, 2020. “In Latin America, the responses
from national leaders have ranged from buffoonish
irresponsibility to stern action. The region is a good
place to try to identify what it is about a government
that makes it act so recklessly in the face of a looming
public health crisis.”
Candice Bernd, “Amid Pandemic, Workers Walk Out,
Building Momentum Toward General Strike,” Truthout,
April 2, 2020. Reviews recent worker protests and
strikes and claims, “Calls for a new massive general
strike are again surfacing as workers recognize the need
to force corporations and state and federal governments
to implement sweeping changes, including wealth
redistribution and a guaranteed right to health care,
housing and jobs.”
Sarah Jones, “The Coronavirus Is Radicalizing Workers,”
New York, April 1, 2020. “Protests at Amazon, Instacart,
and Whole Foods — where low-paid workers have found
themselves on the frontlines of a global disaster — have
created a public relations nightmare for the companies,
who say they’re providing essential services to
Americans stuck at home.”
“Ireland Vows To Treat All Covid-19 Patients For Free,”
The Real News, April 1, 2020 “The Irish government
nationalized its hospitals, imposed a rent freeze, and
authorized state-funded childcare, promising free
treatment for patients with Covid-19.” Kim Brown
interviews Jack Hogan, reporter for the Irish Times.
Labor Notes staff, “Shut It All Down Now!” Labor Notes,
April 01, 2020. “More unions are demanding that all nonessential workplaces be shut down, to slow the spread of
the coronavirus.’
Farooque Chowdhury interviews John Bellamy Foster,
“Catastrophe capitalism: climate change, Covid-19, and
economic crisis,” MRonline, April 1,, 2020. Foster

“discusses the pandemic in relation to the present
condition of capitalism and economic crisis.”
Melissa Rakestraw, “Postal Workers and Covid-19: A
Dispatch from the Front Lines,” Rampant, April 1, 2020.
“A Chicago-area letter carrier discusses the situation
on the ground in the midst of the pandemic. In spite of
widespread failures on the part of management, postal
workers are organizing to win safer conditions for
themselves and the public they serve.”
Alexandra Berzon, Jacob Bunge, Alejandro Lazo, “U.S.
Plant Workplaces Emerge as Coronavirus Battlegrounds,”
Wall Street Journal, April 1, 2020. “Tensions are
breaking out between employers and workers across the
U.S. as some companies push to keep producing during the
coronavirus pandemic and some employees push back over
health concerns and other issues.”
Blake Farmer interviews James Hildreth, “The Coronavirus
Doesn’t Discriminate. U.S. Health Care May Be A
Different Story,” NPR, April 1, 2020. A 3-minute audio
with text, including archived interview with Georges
Benjamin, of CDC and then head of APHA, about importance
of getting data on who is being affected by the disease.
Pat Armstrong, “Viruses and Care,” The Bullet, April 1,
2020. Looks at long-term care and labor issues in the
context of neoliberalism and the privatization of health
care that has taken place.
Valerio Arcary, “A revolutionary strategy to beat
Bolsonaro,” No Borders, April 1, 2020. “Valerio Arcary
argues for a revolutionary strategy that will not only
push Bolsonaro out of power, but will also strengthen
the left and the working class in the process.”
C.J. Polychroniou interviews Noam Chomsky, “Chomsky:
Ventilator Shortage Exposes the Cruelty of Neoliberal
Capitalism,” Truthout, April 1, 2020. In the interview
Chomsky “discusses how neoliberal capitalism itself is
behind the U.S.’s failed response to the pandemic.”
*Labor Notes staff, “A Worker Agenda Against

Coronavirus,” Labor Notes, April 1, 2020. “This week and
last, Labor Notes invited labor leaders and organizers
to talk via Zoom about what we can do to organize during
this pandemic. These are the beginning steps we came up
with.”
Katie Ferrari, “Organizing without a Union During the
Coronavirus / Organizándose sin sindicato durante el
coronavirus,” Labor Notes, April 01, 2020. “Almost 200
people joined last night’s video call to hear from
nonunion workers in agriculture, grocery, transit, and
hair styling.” This article gives the summary of the
conversation.
John Smith, “Why coronavirus could spark a capitalist
supernova,” Open Democracy, March 31, 2020. “There is no
magic money tree – the ‘rescue packages’ aim to rescue a
rotten system, and won’t work.”
Adam Hanieh, “This is a Global Pandemic – Let’s Treat it
as Such,” The Bullet, March 31, 2020. “One clear example
of how this disaster is human-made is the poor state of
public health systems across most countries in the
South, which tend to be underfunded and lacking in
adequate medicines, equipment, and staff. This is
particularly significant for understanding the threat
presented by COVID-19…”
Sasha Abramsky, “As the

Covid-19

Crisis

Deepens,

Grassroots Organizers Take Action,” The Nation, March
31, 2020. “Progressive ideas on housing, health care
access, wage subsidies, and more are entering the
mainstream at a startling pace.”
Margaret Flowers, “The US’s Wave of Hospital Closures
Left Us Ill-Equipped for Covid-19,” Truthout, March 31,
2020. Discusses the impact of putting profits before
patients on health care and hospitals, asking where did
all the hospitals go?
Todd Chretien, “‘What if?’ – Trump, Capitalism &
Covid-19,” The Rebel, March 31, 2020. “In the first part
of a two part series, Todd Chretien talks Trump,

capitalism and Covid-19.”
Rebecca Gordon, “The Future May Be FemaleBut the
Pandemic Is Patriarchal,” Tomgram, March 31, 2020. Looks
back at earlier plans for May Day without women, turns
to impact of corona virus on women suggesting they face
many risks, and asks what will come after.
Sonia Shah, “How Trump Is Going to Get Away With a
Pandemic,” The Nation, Marh 31, 2020. “There are lots of
ways for the Trump administration to cook the data to
hide the extent of the coronavirus outbreak—in fact, it
already is doing so.”
Dan La Botz, “The Coronavirus Strikes and their
Significance, So Far,” New Politics, March 31, 2020. “If
wildcat strikes continue and grow they could propel new
rank-and-file movements that rise to seize the
leadership of the union and to turn them into fighting
organizations of the working class.”
Peter C. Baker, “‘We can’t go back to normal’: how will
coronavirus change the world?” The Guardian, March 31,
2020. “Times of upheaval are always times of radical
change. Some believe the pandemic is a once-in-ageneration chance to remake society and build a better
future. Others fear it may only make existing injustices
worse.” A useful review of recent discussions.
Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor, “Reality Has Endorsed Bernie
Sanders,” The New Yorker, March 30, 2020. “The argument
for resuming a viable social-welfare state is about not
only attending to the immediate needs of tens of
millions of people but also reëstablishing social
connectivity, collective responsibility, and a sense of
common purpose, if not common wealth.”
Ross Barken, “Cuomo Helped Get New York Into This Mess,”
The Nation, March 30, 2020. “The governor’s position on
health care spending looked starkly different a couple
of months ago.”
Brazilian left parties, “Bolsonaro’s coronavirus
denialism will cost lives” (text and video), No Borders,

March 30, 2020. The left parties criticize the Brazilian
president and threaten legal action.
Judith Butler, “Capitalism Has its Limits,” Verso, March
30 2020. Judith Butler discusses the COVID-19 pandemic,
and its escalating political and social effects in
America.
Kenya Evelyn, “Amazon workers walk out over lack of
protective gear amid coronavirus,” The Guardian, March
30, 2020. Amazon workers walked out of a New York City
facility on Monday, going on strike and demanding
increased protective gear and hazard pay as they work
through the coronavirus pandemic.
Isaac Chotiner interviews Richard A. Epstein, “The
Contrarian Coronavirus Theory That Informed the Trump
Administration,” The New Yorker, March 30, 2020. Richard
A. Epstein of the Hoover Institution, wrote a paper
titled ‘Coronavirus Perspective’ that down played the
extent of the spread and the threat and influenced
conservatives and President Trump.
Democratic Socialists of America, New York Chapter, “The
People’s Bailout for New York: A Socialist Response to
the COVID-19 Crisis,” NYC DSA website, no date but late
March. Proposes urgent steps and long-term measures.
Vijay Prashad, Paola Estrada, Ana Maldonado and Zoe PC,
“IMF Refuses Aid to Venezuela in the Midst of the
Coronavirus Crisis,,” The Bullet, March 30, 2020. The
IMF “policy to provide special assistance to countries
should have been sufficient for the IMF to provide the
assistance that the Venezuelan government had requested.
But, very quickly, the Fund declined the request from
Venezuela.”
Edgar Franks, “Fighting for justice while feeding the
nation during a pandemic,” No Borders, March 29, 2020.
“Puntorojo interviews Edgar Franks, Political Director
of Familias Unidas por la Justicia…in Washington State.
The majority of the members are Mixteco and Triqui
people from Guerrero and Oaxaca, Mexico.”

Partido Revolucionario de los Trabjadores, “Declaración
del PRT frente a la emergencia que representa la
pandemia de Covid-19,” PRT website, March 28, 2020.
Political statement that describes the coronavirus
crisis, criticizes the Mexican government an its
president, argues that workers and women should receive
pay and support, and calls or a struggle against
capitalism.
Laura Spinney, “Is factory farming to blame for
coronavirus?” The Guardian, March 28, 2020. “Scientists
are tracing the path of Sars-CoV-2 from a wild animal
host – but we need to look at the part played in the
outbreak by industrial food production.”
Robert Galbraith, “Cuomo Puts Private Equity Vulture in
Charge of Coronavirus Economic Recovery, “Truthout,
March 28, 2020. Cuomo’s former aides and appointees have
deep ties to Wall Street: William Mulrow is a senior
advisory director at the private equity giant Blackstone
Group and Steven M. Cohen is chief administrative
officer of MacAndrews & Forbes, the conglomerate owned
by billionaire Cuomo donor Ronald Perelman.
Joan Benach, “The Official Story of the Coronavirus
Hides a Systemic Crisis,” The Bullet, March 28, 2020.
“…Covid-19 is not only a global health problem, but is
also a problem with interconnected facets of an
economic, ecological and social nature, making it a
systemic and political problem on which it is necessary
to reflect.”
Katie Halper, “Media Silent as Poll Workers Contract
Covid-19 at Primaries That DNC, Biden Campaign Claimed
Were Safe,” FAIR, March 28, 2020. “…one of our most
urgent tasks is accurately informing the public about
Covid-19 to counter his lies. Instead, the chair of the
DNC and the Biden campaign decided to amplify Trump’s
message that Covid-19 was no real impediment to public
gatherings, and endangered millions of their own voters.
And instead of reporting on this urgent story, the media

have enabled this dangerous behavior.”
Michael D. Shear, Abby Goodnough, Sheila Kaplan, Sheri
Fink, Katie Thomas and Noah Weiland, “The Lost Month:
How a Failure to Test Blinded the U.S. to Covid-19,”
NYT, March 28, 2020. “Aggressive screening might have
helped contain the coronavirus in the United States. But
technical flaws, regulatory hurdles and lapses in
leadership let it spread undetected for weeks.”
William Rivers Pitt, “Trump and His Allies Have Decided
to Preserve Capitalism at Any Cost,” Truthout, March 28,
2020. Makes the case that conservative leaders and
politicians put business before health.
Gregg Gonsalves and Amy Kapczynski, “Claims that the
cure is worse than the disease rely on a false tradeoff
between human needs and the economy,” Boston Review,
March 27, 2020. “Claims that the cure is worse than the
disease rely on a false tradeoff between human needs and
the economy.”
Mike Elk, “Memphis Teamsters Wildcat Strike at Kroger’s
Crucial Southern Warehouse,” Payday Report, March 27,
2020. “Today, a group of mostly African-American
workers, members of Teamsters Local 667, went on a
wildcat strike at a warehouse in Memphis, after a coworker tested positive for Covid-19.”
James Traub and Paul von Chamier, “Today’s Coronavirus
Anger Can Revive Tomorrow’s Welfare State,” FP, March
27, 2020. “Under the right conditions, social
frustration can herald the dawn of new political
solidarity.”
Marc Steiner interviews, Dr. Sonia Shah, “Covid-19,
Ebola, And SARS Outbreaks Were All Unleashed By Humans,”
The Real News,” March 27, 2020. “Some of the most
devastating outbreaks of the modern era can be traced to
rapacious development and habitat destruction that
brings wild creatures into our domestic spaces.”
No author, Health care workers across Mexico protest
shortages of supplies,” Mexico News Daily, March 27,

2020. “Staff from Mexico City to Yucatán, doctors and
nurses are demanding face masks, gowns and gloves.
Eamonn McCann, “Ireland nationalizes hospitals–‘It Can
be Done’,” No Borders, March 27, 2020. “Written just
before this announcement, here Eamonn McCann looks at
how production can be reorganized to solve the
coronavirus crisis and more.”
Rachel M. Cohen, “To Develop a Covid-19 vaccine, pharma
and the Federal Government Will Have to Break Old
Patterns,” The Intercept, March 27, 2020. Asks, if and
when a vaccine for Covid-19 is approved, then what?
“Will distributing a vaccine resemble the embarrassing
efforts to distribute coronavirus tests? Does the
government even have the capacity to manufacture a
vaccine as quickly and widely as needed?”
Rob
Wallace,
Alex
Liebman,
Luis
Fernando
Chaves and Rodrick Wallace, “ Covid-19 and Circuits of
Capital, Monthly Review, March 27, 2020. A discussion of
various aspects of the disease and its relationship to
the “circuits of capital.”
Justin Akers Chacón, “Bailouts are class warfare”
Puntorojo, March 26,2020. A new phase in the crisis of
neoliberalism is now unfolding in the form of a battle
between capital labor and labor.
Ontario Health Coalition, “Austerity and the Crisis
in Healthcare,” The Bullet, March 26, 2020. Calls for
increased funding and shifts in funding to deal with all
health care issues as well as coronavirus.
Kathleen McLaughlin, “When Butte wouldn’t shut down: The
devastation of the 1918 flu and our collective trauma,”
Mountain Time, March 26, 2020. “So many people buried in
these grounds died 102 years ago in a flu pandemic, in
part because powerful people in the city refused to shut
everything down to stop the spread of the virus.”
Several authors and articles, “Out of Control: Crisis,
Covid-19 and Capitalism in Africa,” Review of African
Political Economy, March 26, 2020. “Activists and

researchers from across Africa speak about the impact of
Covid-19 on their countries.”
Sarah Jaffe, “Horror Story After Horror Story’: A
Frontline Nurse Discusses the Crisis,” The Nation, March
26, 2020. “Zenei Cortez, a nurse and union leader, says
not giving medical workers protective gear is like
giving a firefighter a squirt gun.”
South African Federation of Trade Unions, “The state
isn’t pulling its weight!” March 26, 2020. The
federation argues that the anti-viral lockdown is a
social-distancing start – but fiscal stinginess and
tight monetary policy risk a rebellion born of extreme
desperation.
Roberto Luzzi, “Facing the coronavirus-capitalist
epidemic in Italy,” No Borders, March 26, 2020. Union
leader Roberto Luzzi “explains how the compulsion for
profit has transformed Italy into the most intense
Covid-19 killing zone in the world.”
Dan DiMaggio and Saurav Sarkar, “Walkouts Spread as
Workers Seek Coronavirus Protections,” Labor Notes,
March 26, 2010. Overview of worker and union actions in
response to coronavirus and the health issues raised.
Martin Thomas, “Lessons from past pandemics,”
Solidarity, March 25 2020. Earlier experiences in
“…1891-2 and 1918 suggest that if socialists organise
well in the crisis, then after it our message of
democratic social solidarity can gain ground to change
things for good.”
Daniel Boguslaw, “Dock Workers Threaten to Shut Down
Ports After Risking Coronavirus Exposure,” Vice, March
25, 2020. “Members of a historically-militant union are
demanding sanitary conditions while working ports that
serve as major shipping arteries.”
Mike Davis, “Lessons from Wuhan,” The Nation, March 25,
2020. Discusses the question of why China was successful
in containing the virus.
Science for the People, Statement on the COVID-19

Pandemic, March 25,2020. Makes demands on government and
private institutions. This is a short version of the
statement with link to complete statement.
Amy Goodman interview Sean Petty, “Frontline NY Nurses
Lack Protective Masks & Ventilators, Say Worst Yet to
Come as Covid-19 Spreads,” Democracy Now, March 25,
2020.
Joey S. Kim, “Orientalism in the Age of COVID-19,” L.A.
Review of Books, March 25, 2020. Author looks at racist
attitudes toward China because of COVID-19 in light of
long history of “yellow peril” Orientalism.
Javier Pineda, “Popular revolt, feminist mass strikes,
and Covid-19 in Chile,” No Borders, March 25, 2020.
Provides an account of the growth of the pandemic in
Chile, the government response, the reaction of the
left, social movements, and the trade unions.
Michael Roberts, “Lockdown!” Michael Roberts Blog, March
24, 2020. An examination of the relationship between the
coronavirus pandemic and the capitalist economic crisis
with many tables and graphs.
Christine Berry, “The Covid-19 pandemic will change
everything – for better or worse,” Verso, March 24,
2020. Author “…argues, crises aren’t only opportunities
for the left, and the conditions that are emerging could
well play into the hands of a renewed far-right.”
Dr. Prabir Kumar Chatterjee, “India’s People’s Health
Movement prepares for Covid-19,” Video and text. No
Borders, March 24, 2020. Discusses the threat to the
Indian health system and the country’s economy of the
coronavirus pandemic.
Tyler Zimmer, “Capitalism Has Failed—We Need a Planned
Economy,” Rampant, March 24, 2020. March 24, 2020. The
“free market” offers no solutions to the problems we
face. “To overcome the present crisis, we have to take
the reins into our own hands and democratically plan a
future for all.”
Alan MacLeod, “In Pursuit of Chinese Scapegoats, Media

Reject Life-Saving Lessons,” FAIR, March 24, 2020. “For
weeks, conservative media echoed the explicit Trump line
that the reaction to COVID-19 was a liberal “hoax”
weaponized against the White House.” Also discusses
Trump’s racism and the question of China.
Jamelle Bouie, “Trump Thinks He Knows Better Than the
Doctors About Coronavirus,” New York Times, March 24,
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